
The Hong Kong Government Must Stop Indiscriminate and Violent 
Crackdown and Ensure Freedom of Assembly and Demonstration 

On October 1, the 70th National Day of China, a tragic incident occurred in Hong Kong. On the day 
that a "Day of Mourning" event was held in honor of those killed by state violence, a highschool 
student who participated in the demonstration was shot by police. According to the released footage, 
the Hong Kong police fired live ammunition from a very close distance while confronting protesters, 
and the student had to undergo bullet extraction surgery. On the same day, the police allegedly fired 
live ammunition for warning in other areas as well. 

The Hong Kong police have admitted to firing live ammunition, but have not made a formal apology. 
Rather, it is known that they defined the protesters as ‘rioters’ and argued that “police officers at the 
time felt the threat of life in the situation besieged by protesters and attacked”. The incident is a 
shocking reminder of the indiscriminate and violent crackdown and the excessive response of the 
Hong Kong police that have been criticized steadily. The live-fire of the Hong Kong police, which hit 
the chest just 3 cm away from the heart, is an aggressive and unproportional act that cannot be 
justified by any word. 

We seriously deplore about the violent crackdown by the Hong Kong police, and we urge the police to 
apologize immediately and investigate the incident. Also, we urge the Hong Kong police to stop violent 
crackdown on the protests and to ensure freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly 
and demonstration. 

Although the Chief Executive of Hong Kong has announced the official withdrawal of the extradition 
bill, Hong Kong citizens declared their position of continuing their protests until all of the five demands 
for the official withdrawal of the extradition bill are accepted. The five demands are an independent 
investigation into the harsh crackdown of the police the withdrawal of defining the protesters as 
‘rioters’, the unconditional release and non-prosecution disposition of arrested protesters, and the 
direct election of the Chief Executive are accepted. Despite the reduced scale of the protesters, many 
citizens are still actively joining the protests for Hong Kong's future and democracy. Amid this situation, 
Hong Kong citizens' freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly and demonstration are 
severely suppressed because of the Hong Kong police's excessively violent crackdown and ban on rally 
and march. Since the June 9 protest, which drew 1 million people, the number of protesters arrested 
by the police has exceeded 1,000, with 66 injured and 180 arrested in the October 1 protest alone. 
Until now, the Hong Kong police have quelled the protesters indiscriminately by wielding riot rods and 
firing tear gas and responded excessively by using water cannons, special forces, and even warning 
shots of live ammunition. The intensification of the protests is due to such excessive responses by the 
police. 

The authorities should not respond to the anger of Hong Kong citizens with violence anymore. The 
Hong Kong and Chinese governments should face up to the reasons why citizens' call for democracy 
and human rights continues even after the withdrawal of the extradition bill, and listen to the voices 
of citizens who are taking to the streets voluntarily. Prompt response on the government level to the 
"white terror" which is taking place against citizens who participated in the rallies, as well as the 
unconditional release and non-prosecution disposition of arrested protesters and an independent 
investigation into the harsh crackdown by the police, is urgently required. During the process, basic 
rights such as freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly and demonstration should be 
ensured above all. Korean civil society organizations pray for the quick recovery of all wounded, 
including the wounded student, and send the message of solidarity to Hong Kong citizens' resistance 
for democracy and human rights. 
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The statement is endorsed by 65 South Korean NGOs:  

Activists group for Human Rights ‘BARAM 
Against Sexual-minority Discrimination_S.Korea RAINBOW ACTION 
Asian Companions Against Brutality 
Asian Dignity Initiative 
Association of physicians for humanism 
Catholic Human Rights Committee 
Center for Military Human Rights Korea 
Citizens' Coalition for Economic Justice 
Committee of Justice, Peace and Ecology Catholic Superiors of Men Religious 
Committee to Support Imprisoned Workers 
Dasan Human Rights Center 

Dialogue China, 對話中國 

Eco green sangsang 
Eco Buddha 
Ecumenical Youth Council in Korea 
Friends of Peace 
GJYOUTHUNION 
HOPEC 
Human Rights Center of the National Council of Churches in Korea 
Human Rights Education Center _ DEUL 
Human Rights Movement Space Hwal 
Hyungmyung Foundation 
Incheon Human Rights Film Festival 
Incorporated Organization Silcheon Bulgyo 
Jeju Dark Tours 
Jeju Peace Human Rights Institute WHAT 
jeonnam-maeul-network 
Jesuit Research Center for Advocacy and Solidarity 
Jungnang Community Network 
Jungnang Green Party 
Jungnang Hope Solidarity 
Korea Association for Restorative Justice 
Korea Peacebuilding Institute 
Korea Women’s Associations United(KWAU) 
Korean Confederations of Trade Unions(KCTU) 
Korean Federation Medical Activist Groups for Health Rights 
Korean House for International Solidarity 
Korean Lawyers for Public Interest and Human Rights (KLPH) 
Korean Solidarity for Overseas Community Organization 
KSCF 
Life & Safety Network 
Migrant workers movement supporters group 
MINBYUN - Lawyers for a Democratic Society International Solidarity Committee 
National Council of YMCAs of Korea 
Open Net 
Palestine Peace and Solidarity in S.Korea 
PEACEMOMO 



People's Solidarity for Participatory Democracy(PSPD) 
PIDA(People's Initiative for Development Alternatives) 
RAVE 
Sarangbang group for human rights 
Seogyo Int. for Humanities & Social Science 
Seongbuk branch of Labor Party, South Korea 
Seoul Human Rights Film Festival 
Society of International Solidarity in Justice Party 
Solidarity for Another World 
Solidarity for LGBT Human Rights of Korea 
Solidarity for Peace & Human Rights 
Solidarity for the Peace and Human Rights of Asia 
Study Group for East Asia Social Movement 
Supporters for the Health And Rights of People in the Semiconductor Industry 
Won Buddhism Civil Society Network Temple 
Won Buddhism Eco Network 
Won Buddhism Human Rights Committee 
Workers' Solidarity 

 


